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Black performer lauded at Carnegie Hall

Paul Robeson honored on 75th birthday
By JEWEL PL lMEII COBB
On April9U1a great American,
who is also Black, Paul Robeson,
celetrated his 75U1 birthday.
Many artists, humanists, friends,
and citizens of America, both
black and white, wanted to use
the opportunity to express their
deep admiration for him as a
distinguished
artist, a great
American. and as a world citizen.
The cultural celebration for Mr.
Robeson took place this past
Sunday, April 15th at Carnegie
Hall in ew York. Because I was
at Carnegie Hall on Sunday atternoon and because it was such a
moving and memorable
experience (or me, (or many
diffe,.. nt reasons, both personal
in terms of memories from my
childhood and symbolically
because of what he stands for
now and in historical perspective,
I wanted to share with you the

events of U1eafternoon.
The program was pre' nted In
mulU-media fasluon and w
preduced by Harry Belalonle and
Ius associate technicians from
televiskm and U1e theater, It
revealed vel)' unportant things
about U11Sman which included
the fact that his lather was a
slave who had escaped at tile age
01fifteen and made hISway north
via U1eunderground railroad to
Pennsylvania. He went to college
at Lincoln University, married a
!Id1oolteacher, and settled in as a
minister in Princeton,
ew
Jersey where Paul Robeson was
born In 1898. The depth of the
research to locate
old film
strips ,
photographs,
and
newspaper clippings was clear.
Mr. Robeson had an outstanding college career
at
Rutgers University where he won
Phi Bela Kappa honors in his

junior year, was valedJctonan 01
hISgraduating class and was U1e
debatlllg champion lor all lour
l ars. He won elecUon to U1e Cap
and Skull Honorary Society and
was U1e star of U1e Rutgers
lootballteam and also won fifteen
varsuy letters in all, Including
football, basketball, baseball and
track. He was described in U1e
sports columns 01 magazines in
1917and 1918as U1e"dark cloud
WIthout a silver Itning" for U1e
opposlllg lootball team. Despite
the tact that he was selected by
Walter Cafd, U1e outstanding
sportswriter of the ume, to be on
hIS first All American team in
1917and 1918, he was the only
Black college lootball star who
has not been admitted to U1e
Football Hall of Fame.
Following college, he wenl to
Columbia Law School and
graduated in 1923, joined a white
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laW Iirm which he left almost

unmediately because a white
secretary refused 10 lake dielahon from hun and he was not
supported by his firm in the
prolesL At this polnl, he turned to
professional football and in the
early 1920's began his career
almost by chance in the theater.
HIs IItSI play was "All God's
Oiillun Got Wings" and Eugene
0' eill's "Emperor
Jones"
which made hun an overnight

success.

During the 1920's, 30's, and the
.w's, he parucated as a leading
Black actor and singer
in
America and allover
Europe
playing in the legitimate theater,
In concert halls, and in a number
of movies. He felt very strongly
about the kinds of roles in those
days that he would accept in the
movies and at no time would he
allow himself
to ploy
a role 10'J'"
which
(Cootinued
On Page
----
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Committees open for elections
The student-faculty commiltee
elections have been planned for
Thursday,
May 3rd.
The
Nominations
Committee has
proposed a slate of candidates
and all other students interested
in holding a position on these
committees
should attend a
student-faculty Committee lorum
on Thursday, April 26th where
laculty members and students
will explain the functions and
purposes of each committee. For
all students interested in self·
nomination, petitions will be
available Friday, April 27th at
8:30 a.m. U1roughMonday, April
30U1Wllil5:00p.m., in the Student
Government Room. The standard
self-<1ominatingprocedure will be
in effect which entails a ten
signature petition. Voting lor
these committees will be held in
all dormitories on May 3rd.

Because many of the duties of
each committee are somewhat
obscure a briel explanation
follows.
ACADEMIC COMMITTEE:
a. Meets at le as t twice a
semester to select and discuss
topics of common interest to
faculty and students pertaining to
the academic program of the
college;
b. holds one or more joint
sessions with the Academic
Policy Committee, one 01 which
should be used fer U1e determination of respective agenda;
c. relers to appropriate committees of the laculty any matters on which action may seem
desirable;
d. reports
discussions
01
general interesl to the faculty.
Procedll'es: This commiltee
may present any proposal 01 an

Telephones disconnected
By ina George
President Shain revealed this dorm, the all-carnpus installallon
week that the proposed all· turned oul to be more expensive
than the administration
had
campus tele~one
installation,
thought, according to U1e'Phone
originally planned lor next year,
will not la.ke place. As a solution Company estimates.
More details on this were not
to the present ineffective and
over-expensive bell system, the available at the moment since
Knight,
the
college
college had planned to install a Mr.
Treasurer, could not be reacbed
phone in every room, on a twoparty line basis, doing away with lor comments and lurther ex·
planations, and he is the man
the belklesks and students paid
with the whole inside story. [t
lor oeU-<luty.
appears U1at we are stuck with
This was found to be unleasible
for the time being because of two the same old tele~one system
lor next year; as one student put
'.. asons. First, U1e Telephone
Company does not have 1,400 it, "I knew it was just too good to
extra numbers to put 10 we be true!" Another student, a girl,
'~one book, on such short notice. sighed, "It would have just been
Paradise." The administration
Second,
even
though
the
tele~one lines are already in the sends their regrets.

academic nature to the faculty
provided that such proposal hu
been relerred 10 the Academic
Policy Committee at least three
weeks In advance
for its
recommendations, which must
accompany the proposal when It
is presented to the faculty.
ACADEMIC POLICY COM-

MITTEE:
This committee
considers
undergraduate course oflerings,
and the points granted lor such
courses, and also develops and
considers proposals relating to
the academic
policy of the
College specifically:
a. Requirements !DrU1edegree
of Bachelor of Arts;
h. reQuirements !Dr Individual
Study, Honors Study, and

Graduation Honors;
c. the grading system,

including U1eP...... FaiI option;
d. the additlon, deletion, or
substantial
modi fi cation of
deparbnentaJ
or
In·
terdeparbnenlal programs.
ADMI ISTRATIQ
COM·

MITTEE:
This committee:
a. Acts in an advisory capacity
to the President and the Class
Deans;
b. gives consideration
to
matters
involving
general
College Policy;
c. considers petltlons from
sllJdents and laculty, and renders
decisions
in cases
where
dispensation from a rule may be
deemed equitable, or in cases not
covered by existing regulations;
d. sludent members of U1e
committee participale
in all
considerations of policy, but not
in the consideration of student or
faculty petitions, or of individual

cases.
ADMISSIONS COMMlTI'EE:

Dean Cobb presents awards

Honors presentation held
By DEBBIE DUERR
The annual Awards and Honors
presentation
for COMecticut
students was held last Monday,
April 23. Students who were to
receive honors were invited in
letters from Pres. Shain. ApparenUy, no one was told what his
award was to be prior to the
e,,-ent.
Amo~ the awards presented
This committee:
Studies admissions policy and
procedures in this and other
colleges;
b. detennines policy regarding
admission of rr..shman and applicants lor advanced standing;
c. has the authority to apply
College policy, acting with and
through the Director of Admissions,
by accepting
or
rejecting applicants, deciillng
upon the amount of credit to be
granted students admitted to
advanced standing, admitting
qualified Return to College
students to candidacy !Dr the

a.

were the Dana and Winthrop
scholarships, Phi Bela Kappa
graduate study lellowships, and
awards lor special achievement
in most academic and artistic
fields.
Mr. Murstein presented
a
lecture called "Is Sex Tax
Deductable?", which was really
truly lunny. It was a very nice
program - sbort and to the point.
(Continued On Page 9)

bachelor's degree, and recom·
mending a list of candidates for
frestunan scholarships
to the
student Financial AId Office.
CEREMONIES COMMl'ITEE:
This committee:
a. Cooperates
with
the
President
of the College in
planning and arranging all of·
ficial College ceremonies;
b. cooperates with the committee of the senior class in
maKing
plans
for
Commencement activities;
c. selects the personnel needed
to work on the conunittee.
(Continued On Page 10)
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This issue of PUNDIT signifip.s the termination of
volume 57. More practically, it represents the last
issoe ~f the academic year. This is traditionally the
moment when editors say, "Boy, it was a lot of work
but Ilr"ed it," or "Being an editor is the world's' most
tha(\~l\Os&J,*,!' We.assume these are true statements
but they are not ours. Rather, we reflect upon
PUNDIT'S incredible twenty issue evolution from
Frann to Kane to Fisher and Paine. (Absolutely lncredibly). We perceive that PUNDIT has become
something. Possibly i.t has developed into ahunk of
clay which needs molding. We are grateful that
PUNDIT has obtained the position where people are
willing to and want to mold the clay. (Though often
dirt gets under the fingernails.)
PUNDIT, by means, has achieved the pinnacle ot its
potential.
It has, however, become a strong,
respected weekly which promises to grow. Possibly
our greatest achievement has been the planting of the
seed which will enable it to grow.

By Nina George
According to President Shain,
the Faculty has accepted all the

new course recommendations
proposed·

departments,

by

the

various

for, next year's

curriculwn. These additions and
changes in course offerings will
appear in the new catalogue

cornir; out this swnmer. There
will be a new course, changes in
old. ones, and elimination
of
others altogether. Some examples of the changes, given by
President Shain are: New ways
of teaching added to whole new
courses in the music department
(which has certainly been in need
of some additions and changes).
The French department
will
inaugurate an intensive begin-

ners French course; similar to
the
intensive
introductory
Chinese course. The Spanish
department
has changed
its
name to the Department
of
Hispanic
Studies.
President
Shain seemed enthusiastic about

the 1973-74 ofterings, but stated
that "No department has been
revolutionized or changed in any
radical way ... these are mostly
small changes."
President
Shain also announced that Connecticut College
will be receiving
two staff
members of Westminster College
(England) as visitors, in connection with -the new exchange
program
between
the. two
colleges. This is the first time
Conn has arranged
such a
program with a European school.
The committee to administer the
Connecticut-Westminster
exchange will send seven Amencan
students to England in exchange
for six British
students.
A
catalogue is available in the
office for study abroad for
anyone
interested
in participating in this program in the
future. This year's candidates
have already been selected' we
wish them good luck and ~ interesting year abroad.

Spring has sp-rung
By KATHY MCGLYNN
Spring has sprung! The grass is
growing taller and greener. The
trees proudly display their newlygrown garments to the world. We
are surrounded by the fragrances
and visions of new life. Yet at the
same time, the sights and sounds
of the end of an academic year fill
the air. While spring marks the
beginning of a new cycle of
existence for nature, it also
marks' the close of 'another

acadeinic year.!

( ..

Thesepast issueshave pleased many, disappoint~d
the same number and grossly offended others. That 5
fine In all the attacks of PUNDIT, never torget ~he
und~rlyin9 cause. You are thinking .. y~u are actinq
and carrying out your personal c~nvlctlons. You ~re
defending what you believe IS rrght and a!f~ck~ng
what you believe to be wrong. That is the gr.atlfl.catlon
we obtain from ;sleepless nights and palOS 10 our
sfom\chs.
.
Twenty.five per cent of yo.u wil.1 be embarklOg on
the real world soon. Friendships Will fa~e ~nd .courses
will become hazy. A book you read durlO9 !unlor year
which made you cry for two ho~rs will. beco~e
nebulous. Connecticut College and ItS worklnqs Will
dissolve in your mind like Alka·seltzer. We ·believe
that one major concept should remain with you. That
is the right to say whC!t you pelieve and to think.
Possibly this newspaper has aided you in that cause.
To the rest of the Community, PUNDIT will be here
next year in hopesof continuing to force you to do and
act.
This is not a thankless job.
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YA
familiar faces will be graduating
this year, many new faces will be
iJ...~
entering.
Acceptance letters have been
mailed out to many anxiously
waiting high school seniors. The
REPR£SENTED FOR N
admissions office predicts that
NATIONAL EDUCATIONALAATDIVOENALADVERTISING BY
there will be approximately 425'.
RTISING SERVICES. INC
.
435 new faces next year. Of these
360 Le·I09lon Ave .. New York. N, Y. 10017
435 or so members of the class of .::::"::,:~~~~~:~:~~~:~
1977I approximately 200' will be community they have chosen to
rna e and 225 female; about 60.<i5 call home for the next four years
And the cycle goes on ...

J

per
will bemaj
from
~~~~~~~~~~·st.ISl3~~~~~~~SS5lS!
east;cent'the
oritythe Northfrom ' lESS:
:':
metropolitan
areas.
Furthermore, .there .. wi.U· be' ao.,
proximately 30-35 blacks and 6-il
. Spanish-speaking p!,ople.
" CO
Connecticut College has fared
well this year, There was a 10 per
~ cent increase this year over last
year in the amount of male ap- plicants, and a 9 per cent increase in female applicants.
Many of, these students who
applied to Conn. College have
"
displayedexceptionaltalentsina
wide spectrwn of areas.
.
So as we prepare for the close
of another year, already our
vision is turn'ed to next year.'
Seniors begin to pack away all
their belongings, while members

For many of us, this will be our
. final effort as memberS of an
undergraduate community. For
the members of the class of 1973,
this Spring marks the end of a
four year pursuit for a B.A. They
now are concerned with the
activities they will engage in
upon
graduation
jobs,
graduate
schools,
travel
or
marriage. For the rest qf us, this
Spring merely marks the end of a
year study in preparation for a
degree. We are planning for
swumer activities and then for
the academic year beyond.
Spring is thus a time of transition, of preparation. It is a time
to bid farewell to friends who will
be leaving community 3Ild a time
of the class of 1977 stroll along the
to prepare
to welcome nEW campus walks attempting to get
acquaintences.
While many
acquainted with this academic
)

J u n I"0 r Sh OW I"·
1ves
me see
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To be clean isn't really that goo!
I~
isn't what it's made ou.tto be.
I ve averag ed my eight or nine in
intramural basketball
And I've gotten my 'B',s.
I've shown signs of brilliancenow
and then,
But, who hasn't?
I've read Shelley and Word!worth ... occasionally,
But who hasn't?
I've tried to find a style Ii my
own,
But they all seem to be takenup,
By Shakespeare and other dirty
people,
Oh, I am spotless.
Ihave been bathed by lheGOOd
Mediocrity,
Annointed with the oils of the
Council of the CommonestMBn.
I am shiny, and new, lIld
average,
But I have friends, they loveme,
They're pretty clean also, (not8i
clean as me tho)
But then, who cares?
I have read Shelley and Wordsworth,
'rty
And I know that they're di ,
But that's not the point either..
Thank goodness-only my·b:Jdy~
clean,
I hope my soul is filthy,

Thoughts 'on a
beautiful daY
r'

'.

1•

'W h a t t 0 d 0 0 n a
sat u ray
d n 1.g ht'

With a·coed ki.ckll"ne no less

sa t u r day a prl"1 28
7 00 p'.m. pa 1mer
s"
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Thurst a scissors in your tlU'llii
Kill a pig, slaugHter agoa~llIi
Drowl) crippled babies 1/1 aleadlll
Jump off a bridge 1/1 a
coat.
'th ral~
Brush your teeth WI
blades,
. d in the
Desert
your fnen s
everglades,
. bodieS
Return in a year theU'
•
decayed;'
-'~
,,, ' d and
Serve 'em up siJlllIleJ'€
sauted.
"

.
.'
your eye,.
StIck your fmger 1/1
die
You don't really want to ~'ll
You may wince, but then y
cry,
.
ey cao't
,'a in is the one thmg mon
buy.
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and Wendy

his wile Martha threatened
to
leave him if he did not resign

THE WATERGATE SCANDAL:
FIVE LITTLE BUGGERS AND
HOW THEY GREW
In the past week some new
develoJlllents
have arisen in the
Watergate
scandal.
It is now
evident that President
Nixon's
personal lawyer. John Dean Ifl,
Vld his personal
friend
and
former head of the Committee to
Re-elect
the President,
John
Mitchell. knew of the plans to
break
into
the Democratic
Headquarters
in the Watergate.
Jeb
Magruder.
the
former
number two man in the Nixon
campaign.
revealed
that Dean
paid the defendants to buy their
silence in the Watergate case. On
Thursday.
the nineteenth
of
April, John Mitchell confessed to
having been present at a number
of meetings
in which
the
Watergate
break-in
was
discussed. Mitchell claims that
he disapproved
of the actions.
However, it appears that he did
notlJing to prevent the break-in
from occurring. If. in fact. he did
not approve. then whey did he not
stop the plans?
The further the investigation
goes. the closer to President
Nixon the officials
involved
become. We wonder. when the
last
person
responsible
is
discovered,
just how close to
Nixon he will be. It is not beyond
tlJe realm
of possibility
that
Nixon
himself
knew
about
Watergate
before the incident
occurred.
If he did not know
about the plans for the break-in,
then he is not living up to his
statement that "nothing goes on
in the White House tlJat I don't
know about." If he did know. the
implications
are obvious
and
frightening. In any case. it must
show something about Nixon's
character. that he would appoint
such men to high positions of
responsibility
in
his
administration.
Now
that
everything
is
beginning to come out. we are
reminded of the events of last
summer. immediately
after the
scandal
broke. We remember
how John Mitchell resigned as
head of the Committee
to Reelect
the
President
approximately two weeks after the
ll'eak-in was discovered. because

from 'the dirty game ol politics'.
We are also reminded
ol !be
efforts
of the
i,on
Administration
to cover ~
!be
scandal.
It was not unlll
Democratic
Senator Ervin and
Republican
Senator
Weicker
pushed tlJe investigation in recent
weeks, that
ixon has even
allowed his aides to cooperate
with
the
investigation.
Republicans
have increasingly
come to deplore the Watergate
scandal. They have become very
concerned, feeling that the party
will suffer from Nixon's refusal
to cooperate
with
the
investigation. We believe that it has
been this pressure from his own
party that has linally led Nixon to
state that the objective of the
investigation
is to get at the
whole
truth.
Although
we

By Edie

Williams

Sanders

welcome

Nixon's

newfound

comrnittment to the truth. we are
disappointed (but not surprised).
that it has taken him so long to
state it.
We are reminded,
too. of
George McGovern's unsuccessful
attempt to make the Watergate
case an issue in the 1972 election.
We hope that the new disclosures
revealing
the extent
of the
scandal will shock the general
public out of its apathy
and

create a new concern for honesty
and candor in government.
Here is one final item which we
believe speaks for itself. The
followin~ AP article was found in
tlJe New London Day on Thursday, April 19. 1973:

WASHINGTON - Police are
investigating
a burglary at the
Washington office of U.S. Sen.
Lowell P. Weicker Jr .• R-Conn.
A spokesman said employees
arrived at Weicker's ollice in the
Senate
Office
Building
this
morning and found the ollice safe
The spokesman said it had not
been determined if anything was
taken.
Among the contents of the safe.

spokesman

said,

was

'material Weicker was gathering
lin the Senate's investigation
of
the Watergate bugging incident.

Assembly minutes
Stud en t Assembly Minutes

April 18, 1973
All dorms W6e present
6:30 p.1IL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

House

Presidents

were

reminded that the two amendments to the Student Government
O1arter must be voted on by the
Student Body by secret ballot
after the amendments
have been
posted in the donn for one week.
Dean Watson handed the lottery information
out to all the
donnitories.
The results of the
computerized
lottery should be
available around April JO. 1973.
OW BUSINESS
The
tabled
motion
from
Friday. April 13, concerning
a
committee on campus relations

was

amended

such

that

a
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Tucker Hewes: ordinaire extr~ordinaire

Campus column

By BILL JACORS
The walls of his room reveal his
simple individuality. Bare white:
a severe clarity of design and
execution.
A used handi-wipe
hang. majesUcally In !be center
of one wall. a stark commentary
on his years at CoM. Crammed
into the comer of his mirror is an
autographed
picture
of Ray
Barrelle,
naIling oot slx-elght
rhythms on his congas. Aero ..
the room from Ray. a body is
stretched out on an unmade bed
(perhaps
weeka). A crumpled,
tom sheet attesting to the inefficiency
ol Troy is drapaed
partially
on the floor. Tucker
Hewes lay with a pillow acro ..
his face. tapping his pencllto the
rhythm of an old 45,

"How come Ray Barrette?" I
asked. He raised his pencil in the
air as if to call the proceedings to
order.
"That's
IlWl."
HIS

just the way it is,

statement

seemed

ap-

pallingly true.
He tossed the pillow off his face
with an easy grace. rising to one
elbow.

committee
be fonned
to investigate
Black-White
campus
retations with representatives
of
the Black
and White
community."
Sign-up sheets
are
posted in tlJe Post Office. Fanning. and Cro. Selection ol the
members will be decided at next
week's
Student
Assembly
meeting.
NEW BUSINESS
Radical Alternative Movement
(X'esented a calendar proposal. It
was suggested that the 3-1-4
calendar
be presented
to !be
Academic and Academic Policy
Committees.

Respectfully submiltt:d,
PAT WHITl'AKER
Secretary

"I've

been conserving

my

energy for the past two years, but
I'm gonna break out. I made a
movie with a friend a few weeks
back. No dialogue. Trying to get
away from talkies. Words Just
don't mean that much these day s.
I guess you Just learn that from
studying English."
"What about those song lyrics
you memorize?" I asked a little
puzzled by his odd response.

"It's

the music that counts,

man, You change the words.
you're still protected." He shook
his pencil convincingly. "It's the
beat. Check Ray. Sixteen years
selling carneras
on 57th street
before he caught on. Now look at
him. The man is somewhere

else. "
"Well.

COLLEGE COUNCIL MINUTES
5:00p.m.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Dean
Jewel Cobb. Dean Margaret
Watson, Ms. Beth Hannah, Ms.
Gertrude
McKeon.
Mr. Kent
Smith. Ms. Laurie Lesser. Mr.
Richard
Licbtenstein,
Mr.
Michael Lederman.
Ms. Jean
Kelleher. Ms. Norma Darragh.
Ms. Josie Curran, Ms. Carol
Spenc er, Mr. Warren Erickson.
Ms. Pat Whittaker.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Student Government is forming
a discussion committee on BlackWhite relations on campus. The
committee
is open to all interested members
ol the C0nnecticut
College
community.
Sign-up sheets are posted in !be
Post Office, Fanning and Cro.
Student-faculty
committee
elections will be held May 3.
Pundit will carry details on !be
work of each committee.
OW BUSINESS:
Kenny Kabel reported that he
had received three bids for !be
"pig" book from printers.
The
layout deadline is August I. 1973.
It was moved and seconded that
we support the ''pig'' book and
flnanclally back the project. The
motion was approved.

minute

of examination,

he

located a cnnnpled
article from
the New York Times Sunday
supplement.
"Hawthorne
Nathaniel
Wingo." he said.
I didn·t understand.
"Learned to play ball on the
streets. He came up from South
Carolina and moved in with an
aunt on I30th and 7th Avenue. Got
cut from the Knicks three tim ..
in three years. But now look at
him. Twenty-three year. old and
he'. the team Intellectual.
Bill
Bradley has had to move over one
on the bench .,d
Wingo can't
even remember the play s. He'a a
one-en-one player. Never took a
drag in his llfe. f alway. tell the
kids I work with not to fool with

cisarettes. "
what about

the handl-

wipe, Tuck?"

He smuec, "To you it's a handiwipe. to Andy Warhol, it's the

Mona Lisa."
I offered him a cigarette. He
refused, and headed towards the
desk. He opened the drawer with
some difficulty.
and after a

Council minutes
April 19, 1973

was open.

the

~

..,

NEW BUSINESS
The constitution ol the GAMUT
Club (a coed singing group) was
read. It was moved and seconded
tlJat GAMUT be recognized as
anotlJer singing group on campus. financially independent. The
motion was approved.
The constitution
of SKI Club
was read. Approval of the Club
was tabled until next week when
a representative
of the Club could
be present.
The constitution
for BLACK
STUDENTS
FOR
QUALITY
EDUCATION was presented.
It
was moved and seconded that !be
char ter be accepted. The motion

was passed.
A discussion concerning
club
dues followed. The members of
College Council decided
that
clubs may ask members to make
a voluntary contribution.
CORO Summer
Internship
Program
in Los Angeles has
three
positions
open to C0nnecticut
College juniors
and
sopbonnores.
The ClEt of !be
(X'ogram is $1,000 per student. A
letter from Mr. Wayne Swanson

concerning

possible

financial

support
for the program
read. Action on the matter
tabled until next week.

was
was

Respectfully submiltt:d
PAT WHITTAKER
Secretary

Finally. I got around to asking
Tuck about his courses.
"Well, they're 1ll<e the 45's I
listen to." he drawled in a thick
New York accent. "They're over
(X'etty quick."
"But what about the fact that

you've never received a B in your
major?" I queried.
He smlled
again.
"It's all
right," he said, HI still remember
the words."

Government
•
gossio
By PAUL LANTZ
Voting will be conducted
May
3rd for the student
faculty
committees.
Though
the
nominating
committee
has
presented a slate ol candidates,
any individual
can .ti11 selfoominate himself by obtaining a
petition
from
the
student
government room. (Dates for this
will be armoonced later).
Dean Watson stated' that a
computer (X'int-oot Ii the donn
assignments
will be """ted
in
Fanning within tbe next week.
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Pig book

TeHennepes to Danforth Program
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene K.
TeHennepe have been named to
the Danforth Associate Program
established in the 1950's for the
purpose
of
enccuraging
imaginative
and appropriate
projects on the campus aimed at
improving the quality of college
education.
The appointment is given to
both the philosophy professor and
his wife, thereby supporting the
Danforth Foundation's belief that
the
classroom
aspect
of
education should not be separate

from the educator's family life.
More than 5,000 men and
women at about 759 colleges and
universities in the United Slates
are presently appointed to the
program which emphasizes the
role of the teacher-scholar's
concern for students as individuals.
Allhough
the
Danforth
Associate Program is interested
in the religious demension of
higher education, an Associate
can be of any religion, providing
he is concerned for the values and

religi~ aspects of life. They are
concerned for the "vitality of
belief in the whole life style:' tr.
TenHennepe saJd.
OPPOsing the Ivory tower
image of the professor who is just
a scholar from 8 10 5, the Foundation therefore awards the
Associate to both the educator
and spouse. Mr. and Mr s,
TeHennepe "ill attend their first
national conference with other
Danforth appointees this !IJJJUTIer
at Estes Park, ColDrado.
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In past years, we at ConnedJcuI College have had a
freshmen face book ("pig"
book). Unfortunately
for a
variety of reasons a book was not
pwllshed fo be classes of 1975
and 1976.
Well, next year we will see the
revival of this useful book.
For those of you who are unfamiliar "ith what the "pig"
book-IS; a bl'lef explanation. The
"plg" book has a picture of every
freshman with his or her name

below It. It will sell for $1.00 and l>
will be available to all members 1J
of the college commun ity during
the first weeks of next year.
...,
Help is needed in laying the P'
book out for the printers. We plan ~
to spend one .. eekend at Con- ~
necticut College this summer-t.>
iprobably around late July).
Anyone who is interested
in <0
helping or has any questions, '"
please get in touch with; Kenneth '"
Kabel, P.O. Box o. 651.
We could sure use your help!
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1. Narrow Waterway
7. ~ongolian Tribe
12. Harelll
14. Peacerul
16. Short Sayin«
1? Surrounding.
18. o.prneion
19. Chopped Down
21. Against (abbr.)
22. Looks At
2J. Gruk Giant
24. Constrictors
26. Soviet Division
27.
Plan (192u)
28. european Capital
29. Indian Seaport
)0. Pus' Together Again
Jl. Three-l.~ged Stand
JJ. Geo~tric Angle
J4. Race Kor •• Type
3S. Vegetable
)6. Pairi88
37. Understand
J8. Check
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52. Strau •• Opera
5). Legislators
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j,
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)1. Char.
32. Split
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)u. Pights
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)8. Prohibitions
)9. Entice
40. Wish ~ell to
42. Steps
4J. Wist Indies Country
4S. laitate
46. Unit ot Weight
48. Biblical Priest
49. Pielding Character
51. Prench Number
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Iworks by Bach Shutz et all
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Sunday March 26 at
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7:30 o.rn, in the chaoel
I
this is the end,
my only friend,
the end

'well organize_

� Threepenny Opera

madness'

M

S:

By DONALD KANE

"You are about to see an opera his interludes which made each
.0 for beggars. Since this opera was scene change visibly part of the
N

concerned with

a splendor

only a

.;: beggar could imagine, and since
Co

«

it had
be so cheap even a
beggar could afford it. it is
.!::: called .,.," began the Streetsinger
o on Thursday's inauspicious
z premier here of Bert Brecht's
:>
a.. theatrical
melange.
" ... The
Threepenny Opera."
Well
organized
madness
greeted the startled audience as
pickpockets. rapists, and dancers
doing the Charleston crowded
Fred Grimsey's flexible stage
and a rally for Warren G. Harding faded into the office of a
beggars' syndicate leader. But
this stunning heginning
was
immediately flawed by Streetsinger David Case's awful rendition of the popular Mac the
Knife ballad.
And so the remainder of the
first act was painful to watch.
Innocent
Polly
Peachum,
overacted though sometimes,
fetchingly
played
by Molly
Cheek, was seduced and married
by Soho's most famous scourge,
Mac the Knife. around whose
exploits the opera buffa revoived.
The title role was more than
.ade quately filled by sinister
Dario Coletta whose expert
singing lent him a dynamic
quality
that surpassed
his
dramatic flair ..
Director Jim Crabtree included
among his' many innovations the
practice of projecting upon the
side wall a scroll announcing the
action and the setting of each
scene; of particular interest were

show. But despite these attractive gimmicks, there was no
unifying warmth to the musical.
The bfightest moment of the
first act brought
the Commissioner of Police to Mackie's
wedding to Polly and Mr. Coletta
and Andy Morse had a grand,
romping old time reminiscing
about their military days in "The
Army
Song.
The
slow
development of the act concluded
as robust singing Chris Powich,
Polly Peachum's father and
organizer of the street rabble,
arrd Polly's mother.
in the
unimpressive person of Madeline
Robins, 'consorted to have poor
Macheath hanged by the neck for
his involvement with Polly.
The second act was a turnabout from the first nearly
marked enough to satisfy a
clear Iy bored audience. Polly
Peachum began to inherit some
of Macheath's satanism; and as
Ms. Cheek seemeet more comfortable playing this role, her
performance improved. though
her weak voice did not. The
character of Polly was the only
one to develop during the show,
eventually
mirroring'
that of
Mackie's
prostitute-betrayer,
Jenny.
Unlikely Jenny was the best
supporting
character
in the
opera; it won a "Tony" for Lotte
Lenya
in 1954. Good luck
repeated itself and Holly Bannister, as Jenny, turned in an
outstanding
performance,
singlng out ,her black heart and
II

cin a "Last Tango in So~o"
Jacheath before throwmg
him to the constables.
.
Brecht's book was sometunes
lacking with lines like "Love IS
rosier than a tanned bottom, .. but
more of the fault belonged to the
inadequate utilization of hIS
material: Crabtree missed WIth
Mack's gang as their poorly
choreographed antics and heavy
comedy lowered potential humor
to the level of the Three Stooges
or Bowery Boys. This not
withstanding, gang rats Robert
Utter
and
David
GIllet
distinguished themselves With
fine comic relief.
Once in jail, Macheath joined
warden Kevin Wade for a short,
light song before he tried to entice Commissioner
Brown's
daughter, whom he had already
impregnated and married, to
release him. Poor Kathy MarcAurele,
as
Lucy
Brown,
bemoaned her condition in. a
cantata that typified the entire
evening: her voice was strong,
the lyrics clever. and Kurt Weill's
music excellent; but the performance was unconvincing.
Just as quickly though, the
action turned-into one of the best
scenes in the musical when Polly
interrupted Macheath's beseechments to Lucy to sing a jealousy
duet with her; then the two had a
fight that made the now interested audience wince each
time Lucy was struck in her lifebearing belly. Once Macheath
was. freed a Keystone Cop
comedy chase ensued. and the
act ended with Mr. Coletta in a

~

belting solo explaining "How to
. e" backed by a surSurVIV
prisingly strong chorus.
.
The saving grace of the final
act was the songs; Indeed, It
seemed the talents
of the
librettist, director, and actors
were reserved for the musical
numbers. The warmly
sung
"Song of Solomon"
by Ms.
Bannister captured the spectators who had been left sh?rt
moments before in an all too brtef
solo by Mr. Powich on "Futility."
Mr Powich as Peachum and
Mr.. Morse as Conunission~r
Brown wisely bypassed splendid
opportunities to over-act as they
once more conspired to put
Macheath behind bars. The final
prison scene at least managed to
fill the entire stage to witness
Mackie's neck saved at the last
moment by' a dispensation from
Queen Victoria; only here in the
last moments did the musical
fulfill its claim to be a beggar's
opera.
The-entire evening was one of
frustration. Director Crabtree
either scored demonstrably and
with innovation or failed convincingly, from scene to scene.
Despite his many moments of
clever
theatre,
Grimsey's
imaginative set, Debbie Duerr's
adept costuming,
and Kurt
Weill's solid score, the premier of
The Threepenny Opera could not
overcome its lack of stellar
performances, uneven use of the
stage, shaky and uneven text
development.
- pitiful
choreography. and small orchestra to rate as anything but an
occassionaily successful parody
of a fine musical effor!.

'a different
type
of
theater'
By BOB HiMES
The Threepenny Opera which
was offered last weekend as

Theatre One's major spring work
a different type' of
theatre. The play by Bertolt
Brecht has no desired emotional
impact and was thus difficult for
both actor and spectator. But that
is how it should be. The
Threepenny Opera is an example
of Brecht's epic theatre which he
offered as the alternative to the
elrama of Aristotle. Epic drama
is the drama of reporting. Brecht
felt his theatre "must not believe
Thea tre One's' Threepenny
that one can identify with our
Opera seemed to ignore the
world by empathy, nor must it immensity of the subject and
want this ... Subject matter
is dwell too much on the similarity
immense and choice oLdramatic
of bourgeois and criminal codes.
means must take account of this The use of the Harding Happiness
fact. n
Kids to force some political
In order to aid the audience's
parallels
still confined
the
comprehension of the plot he uses motives of the play to too great an
placards (slides) which explain
extent. F.orced to draw certain
the action before it occurs in tonclusions about merchants and
order to allow the audience the criminais or flashy politicians it
chance to escape from the ob- did not allow the audience
vious action on stage. We do not freedom
to _ understand
thepay attention (0 the progression
greater dimensions of the play.
particularly because the conflicts
Thus Brecht's overall message of
within. jar our ability to cope. emptiness and lack of resolution
Entertainment
and instruction
was iost in the shuffle. Thus, the.
conflict openly on stage and we play did not achieve its desired
feel our sympathies
ignored.
effect. The fact that we should not
thwarted and turned against us. be able to identify with the

ByDEBBIEDUERR
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At the end of January, twen~.
three college students from
Chicago to Nashville, from
Baltimore to Boston" three ~
whomare Conn. students, metat
the Eugene O'Neill Memorial
Theater Center in Watenord,
Connecticut, to participate ina
theatrical exoerience. Underthe
professional faculty as well"
guest artists, trus group explOre<!
thea ter from many angles,
developing
skills in acting,
directing, singing, dance, tmn·
bling, fencing and desig~. Now
involved in three weeks of mtense
rehearsal
the group, underthe
direction' of Larry Arrick, is
incorporating
those skills into
two shows - Julian, froma
story by Flaubert, and A Servanl
of Two Masters, from the playby
Goldoni. Both shows are adapted
by Kenneth
Cavander and
composed
by
Barbara
Damashek.
The twenty-three stadents wbo
arrived at O'Neill in January
have now formed the NatIOnal
Theater Institute's sixth Bus
. Company. On Sat., April 28,!be
NT! Bus Company will present

examined

consistencies OF Brecht.
The sets by Fred Grimseyw:
pleasing to the eye and offefor
the necessary planes ofactionby
Brectian elrama. Costumes in
Debbie Duerr were exqwstleUS
characters is important ani! we plight of Mackie, but Dario's
should have felt forced to remain
characterization was simply too
unsympathetic. In some cases
consistent to avoid this effect.
though, the characters were to~'
David Case as the streetsinger
closely drawn for us to avoid sang Mack the Knife with little
empathy.
. conviction, however, he seemed
Two of the most aloof were
very effective as one of Mack's
Holly Bannister and Molly Cheek
gang. In fact all of the gang
who were Jenny Diver and Polly
provided consistent comic relief
Peachum respectively. Both in
and were continuosly effective.
acting and singing they were able
Madeline Robins was merely
to remain fluid enough to accept
Mrs.
Peachum
and
often
Brecht's rapid changes of role.
Madeline. Andy Morse was efChris Powich was equally suc- fective as Tiger Brown and took
cessful and his strong voice
advantage of the confusion that
easily overcame the atonality of was rampant. Kathy MarcAurele
Weill's jazz tunes. Dario Coletta
played a very sensitive' Lucy
usually a vacal stand out merely
Brown an? fought admirably
sang in the role of M~cHeath.
WIth Polly for her Mackie. The
Brecht makes numerous efforts
players for the most part did
efforts to avoid empathy with the
their best to unravel the in.

their tawdriness. Lightll1l~1V
at
adequate thought it froIs jon
some very crucial momen . was
Peasenelli's chOreOgraph~ tbe
inventive
and reflecte ,,~
.
restrained
nature 0 f the en"..
play.
Muld be
Jim
Crabtree.
s ttempt to
commended for hIS a reciatiOO
awaken in use some appperha~
of Brechtian drama. s more01
though, Brecht expre~: oe even
ow' self-doubts than
aIlolV
.
. h to ture ~"
Crabtree
WIS
st na
Ignorance of the. va forced tho
his drama however,
d the
. 'd'ff'I IeuItteS
an
actors Into
.
audience into alienatIOn.
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of
truth'
- photo by paine
the students of Conn. College
Julian and A Servant of Two
Masters.
By ERIC MCZJE
This tour will mark the comMs. Priscilla Colville, graduate
pletion of the National Theater
Institute's sixth semester. the teaching assistant in the dance
department, will perform her
Institute provides a collegecalled
accredited program of intense own dance program
theater study; it involves nine "epiphanies" on Saturday at
o'clock
in Palmer
weeks of classes, three weeks of three
Ms.
Barbara
rehearsals and a two-week tour. Auditorium.
The program is directed by Larry Conover, Mr. Allen SChager and
Arrick, and based at the O'Neill Mr. Fred Grimsey will accompany her presentation with
Theater Center in Waterford,
poetry readings. These poems
Connecticut for classes and
rehearsals. This semester, the will be from various poets such as
Dylan Thomas and T.S. Eliot.
tour will cover 2500 miles,
playing at college, university and
community theaters throughout
Ms. Colville hopes to evoke
New England and New York.
The plays which will be empathy with the audience by
presented this year provide two combining the dances so that
they express a single idea. She
very different aspects of theater.
They are both charming and has created all the dances over a
period of years but this will be the
presented with the consistent
Iirst time they have been
high quality of NTl productions.
By all means, don't miss the Bus assembled. She says that she
Company on Saturday night. It refines her dances over such a
long period rl time in order to
will be a most enjoyable evening.

photo by szabo
trim away the excess motions
that encwnber the expression of
her thought. Once she knows the
dance inside out she feels it is
presentable.

However,

she

refrains from saying that it is
complete because she may want
to creatively alter it some time in
the future.
In order to create a total effect
on stage, Ms. Colville designs her
own costumes for thp c1ifferent

numbers. Mr. Fred Grimsey and
Mr. Eric Kaufmann have devised
a special lighting system to accentuate the mood. The poems
previously mentioned are intended to complement the dances
with provacative images. During
the reception after the performance, Ms. Colville wants to
find out what the combination of
poetry and dance stirred in the
audience.

She is looking forward to an
opportunity to take this performance to ew York. Since she
has worked there previously
under the auspices of the Dance
Theater Workshop, she is app-oacblng them with this new
offer, The Workshop would help
her present it by providing
technical
assistance
and
publicity, As yet this effort is still
in the planning stages.

Visiting
Dance
Dept.
Chairman
Mrs. Janice Gudde Plastino,
creative artist and member of the
Dance faculty at the University
of California-Irvine,
bas been
appointed for Spring Semester
1974, Visiting Associate Professor
of Dance and Acting Chairman of
the Dance Department at Connecticut College. Martha Myers,
Chairman of the Dance Department, who will be on sabbatical
will study dance in New York
City with the possibility of COnducting
a series
of dance
workshops
for
educational
television.
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Recipients of Annual Awards Announced
CHARLES A. DANA SCHOLARS
EI.ct<d in 1972-1973
Hollis Gilmore
Baker
'75;
Cynthia Lee Crool<er '75; Susan
Ann Dickson '75; Debra Arline

Duerr

'15;

Elissa

Fern

Kimmel

'75;

Eugenia Francesca
Lorenti '75;
Kathleen
Mary McGlynn
'75;
Carol Leigh Morris '75; Maria
Mar~arila
Olmo '75; Diane L.
Pike '75; Catherine
Montserrat
Platen
'74; Joseph
Rosenberg
'75; Ellen Jane Santangelo
'75;
Deborah
Jean
Wright
'75;
Cynthia
Ann Zahoruiko
'75;
Laura Jean Zipkin '75.
HUNTER GRUBB FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 1972-1973

June

Sherry

Ingram

'73;

Barbara Ann Estell '74; Ellen C.
Ficklen '73; Gloria Jean McCree
'74; Deborah Jean Wright '75.
HANNA HAFKESBRINK
AWARD
FOR 1972-1973
June Sherry

Ingram

'73.

AWARDS FOR GRADUATE
STUDY
DANFORTH GRADUATE
FELLOW HIP
Patricia

Frances

Ellen Ferriss

JANE BlLLPRIZE
IN FINE ARTS
To

be

announced

at

GERMAN CO
LATE
BOOK PRIZE
Daphne

Jeanne

CHEMICAL R BBER COM·
P

Messick

'15.

GERMAN TRANSLATIO
PRIZES

Leich '74.

Pearl

Fidellman
'75; Martha
Ellen
Gilford '73; Beverly Ann Hindinger '75; John Brooks Howard
74; June Sherry Ingram
'73;

Bonnie

ART DEPARTMENT PRIZE
FORS PERIOR
ACHIEVEMENT
BV A UNDERGRADUATE

Com-

mencement.
THEODOREBODENWEIN
PRIZE
FOR E GLlSH COMPOSITION
IN THE FlELD
OF NEWSPAPER WRITING

FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT
AW RD
Jeffrey

First: Ancrew Leonard Morse
'75. Second: Gila O. Mertevicius
'73. Third:
Helga
M. Dunn

eRTCI.
ALICE B. HANGEN PRIZE
FOR EXCEu..E CE IN
CLASSICS
S31lie Fried '76.

DEPARTMENT
OF MUSIC
PRIZE FOR EXCElLENCE
IN MUSIC THEORY,
HISTORY, COMPOSITIO
OR PERFORMANCE

V

Alan Cohen '76.

CHINSES DEPARTMENT
PRIZES
FOR EXCElLENCE
IN
CHINESE
Ehzabeth
F. Bennet
'75;
Kathleen Mary McGlynn '75.

PHYSICS-ASTRONOMY

MARGUERITE HA SO
ART PRIZE

'73.

BOTA V DEPARTMENT
To

PRIZE
FOR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT

Com-

IBVL A. HAUSM
PRIZE IN ZOOLOGY
Jacqueline

E. FRANCES BOTSFORD
PRIZE I ZOOLOGY
Puglisi

at

JULIA WELLS BOWER
PRIZES IN MATHEMATICS
Robin Patricia
Kruger
'74;
Freshman
Calculus:
Stephen
Arthur
Hauptman
'76; Nora
Ardelle Homquist
'76; Senior
Prize: Jean Elizabeth Mayshar
'13.

Doris Kulinicz

NECORBETT o.VILLE
MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR
OUTSTANDING WORK IN
AMERICA
HISTORV

ANTONIO REBOLLEDO
PRIZE IN SPANISH

'73.

ancy Susan Voye

zootoc

'73.

Pamela

JO EPH F. JOSEPH
ASSISTANTSHIP IN
MATHEMATI

LOUI E W. HOLBORN
PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE
INGOVER
MENT

Rebecca

Ellen Gifford '73.

Lynne

Whooley

'74.

ohoto by draper

Mary Kipp Johnson

Inc.
Frances

III

Judy Rae Smith '73.

CJ'
C

::;,
(')

PHI BETA KAPPA AWARD
FOR GRADUATE STUDY

zr

-

o

Ruth Rubino '73.

a

c

III

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIO
OF
IVERSITV WOMEN
(New London Brancb I
AWARDS
Bonnie Lee Clark '73; Stella
Peterson Herron '73 (RTC).
AMERICAN CHEMICAL

SOCIETY
CO

ECTICUTVALLEY
SECTIO
AWARD

Paula

Ruth Rubino '73.

~

'73;

Antonia Mary Miller '73.

Wojcicki

'73.

Judy Rae Smith '73.
RUSSIAN CLUB PRIZES
FOR TRA SLATION
First: Janine Marie Masaitis
'73. second: Anne E. Fowler '75.
Third: Nancy Mary DeGlDDbia

'73.
SAVARD PRIZE FOR
EXCELLENCE
IN
SPOKE
FRENCH

(')

'73;

LYMAN ALLYN MUSEUM
PRIZE IN ART HISTORY

Paula

NANCY ROCKMAKER
MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR
OUTSTANDING WORK
AMERICA
LITERATURE

Rose Alfano '73.

DERGRADUATEAWARDS

'73.

Contributed by the D.partment
In appreclallon to tbe
Robertson Paper Box Company,

'73.

THOMASJ. WATSO
FELLOWSHIPS
Gila
O. Merkevicius
Margaret Boynton Shepard
Jean Wong '73.

'74.

ROBERTSON PRIZE FOR
EXCELLENCE IN ECONOMICS

ROSEMARY PARK
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP

Paula

Anne Gleason

HANNAH GRACE ROACH
PRIZE IN HISTORV

ROSEMARY PARK
FELLOWSHIP
FOR TEACHING
Beverly

'73.

DOROTHY RICHARDSON
PRIZE IN
Y

FULBRIGHT·HA YS
SCHOLARSHIP
Leslie Mamoorian

'73.

Amelia Ruth Roberts

'73.

Kuppens

'73.

Dodd Buza '75.

Susan Dana Kronick

Martha

'74.

PSVCHOLOGV DEPARTMENT
PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE
IN PSVCHOLOGV

JOA CO
ELL MEMORIAL
AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING
ABILITY A DARTISTRV
IN DANCE
Meva Susan Eringen '74; Eva
Gwendolyn Mayweather '75.

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE
IN ASIA HISTORY

'73.

i...

MIDdy Robin Fink '73.

mencement.

Judith Ellen Blass '73.

Brian Stephen

announ ced

be

'V

PRIZE

Louise Babcock

Janet
Ellen C. Ficklen

V. Stevens

l/I
LOUISE M. DIECKMANN
PRIZE FOR EXCEu..E
CE
IN ORGAN PLAYING
Deborah Pratt Beebe '74.
ELIZABETH C. EVANS
PRIZE IN CLASSICS
Elizabeth Christina Gould '73.
~iRs.ELIZABETH FIELDING
MEMORIAL AWARDS
Mary Christine
Cerreto
'73;
Jean Marie Kelleher '73.
FRE CH DEPARTMENT
PRIZE
Gila O. Merkevicius '73.
~IARY FOULKE MORRISSO,
~1EMORIALAWARD IN
AMERICAN GOVER
lENT

LO IS HORST DANCE
SCHOLARSHIP
Joan Durkee

'73.

PRIZES IN HUMA
ECOLOGV FOR A
SIG, IFICANTCONTRIBUTION
IN
E.'lVIRONMENTALPLA
ING
Shelia Sutherland Collman
Joan Wilhams Pierce '73.
SARAH ENSIG
CADY
PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE
IN ENGLISH SPEECH
Linda Marie Eisenmann

Joan

Marie

Gwiazdowski

'73;

'75

SVETLANA KASEM·BEG
PRIZE FOR EXCElLENCE
INRUS.~IAN
Martha Theresa Kitchen '73.
SUSANNE K. LANGER
AWARD FOR ACHIEVEMENT
IN PffiLOSOPHY
Christine Townsend Sistare '73.
PERSONAL LIBRARY PRIZES
First: Sharon Marie Perrella
'73. Second:
Sarah
Rothwell
'lewman '75.
MAHAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
FOR EXCELLENCE IN
MUSIC
Eliza Hancock Garth '75.
BENJAMINT. ~IARSHALL
PRIZE FOR THE BEST
ORIGINAL POEM

Carla A. Moody '75.
PAUL ABEL SCHWARTZ
PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY
Paula

Ruth Rubino

'73.

HAMILTON M. SMYSER
E GUSH PRIZE
Suzanne

Toll Darrach

(RTC)

JOHN EDWIN WELLS PRIZE
FOR EXCELLE
CE IN
ENGLISH
Patricia

Frances

Kuppens '73.

PETERS. YOZELL
HISTORY PRIZE
Mary Brady
FRESHMAN

Cornell

'73.

ZOOLOGY PRIZE

'73.
Ellen C. Ficklen

'73.

Pauline

Susan Tessier

...

Co>

Juen Sherry Ingram '73
'73.
SARAH ICHOLS CUP
FOR THE GREATEST
CONTRIBUTIO
TO
THE MUSICAL LIFE
OF THE CAMPUS

Carol Jeanne
JANETCLlSSOLD
PRIZE
FOR CO SPICUOUS
ACHIEVEMENT IN MUSIC

~
-e

'76.
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Bill Tovian
Conn. college jazz ensemble in concert
monday 830 p.m, Oliva J\pril 30

Student-Faculty committees continued
COLLEGE
DEVELOPMENT
COMMITIEE:
This committee
acts as
liaison between the faculty and
the administration
on matters
relating to College development.
This committee:
a. Advises
the Board of
Trustees, the President, and the
Director of Development on plans
affecting
the future
of the
College, in particular with regard
to the current Quest Program for
new enooWIiient, buildings, and
operating
expenses;
b. meets with members of the
Board of Trustees when mutually
agreeable
to discuss
these
matters;
c. investigates conDicl between
the faculty and administration,
regarding
such matters
of
general
College
policy
as
budgetary priorities, expansion
of administrative
and
instructional staff, management of
auxiliary
enterprises
(tbe
Bookshop,
Crozier·Williams
dining
and
recreational
facilities),.
housing
fringe
benefits for members of the

faculty, and equity in faculty
renwneration of any kind.
Procedures:
The student
members of the committee do not
participate in portions of the
committee
meeting
strictly
devoted to personal facultyadministrative matters.
CONVOCATIONS
COM·
MITTEE:
This committee
assists
in
choosing speakers and arranging
lectures for the College community.
FACULTY
DISCUSSIONS
COMMITIEE:
ThiS COmmittee:
a. choses topics sufficienUv
timely and provocative to be ofinterest to the tacUlty;
b. finds suitable persons to lead
discussions, either from outside
or inside the College, and to
arrange for such discussions;
c. this committee
has no
legislative power.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE:
This conunittee:
a. studies the library needs of
the college:
b. considers plans by which the
resources of the library can be

-----------------------------Classified ads

For Sale: Four year old RCA
VIctor Television. Good receplion. Mechanically perfect. No
repairs within four years. Best
offer over $35 (Will barter, a bit)
See Steve Taft Box 822 In
HamlJton or Call 437.

WliiJted: 2 bedroom apartment
in New London-Groton-Mystic
area to rent or- sublet for summer. Drop a note in Box 1064 or
Box li69 or call 443-7146.
SURFBOARD - 9'6" Mako
Good condition $25
Call 443-4126 after- 6 p.m,

better used on campus and within
the region;
c. supports the requests of the
Library for adequate financial
support and assistance in theallocation of book funds:
d. together with the Student
Library Committee administers
any library prizes.

had a condescending position for
Blacks, He talked, for example,
in very beautiful ways in the
1930's about the beautiful commonality, of brotherhood of the
working classes, the poor and the
Blacks' all over the world, including South Africa and Spain,
At this birthday celebration,
people influenced by him were
asked to comment on his life and
read the script of his life and
limes. They included Ruby Dee,
Harry BeJafonte, Leon Bibb,
Sydney Portier,
James Earl
Jones, Dizzie Gillespie, Odetta,
and Pete Seeger who described
- the Peekskill riol. Two of the
original members of the Lincoln
Brigade (American volun teers
who fought in Spain against the
Fascists) spoke who knew him
because he came to sing for them
in the 1940's, In fact, the surviVOI'Sin America presented him
with a special emblem in his
honor as if he were indeed a
member of the Brigade. Richard
Hatcher, the black mayor from
Gary, spoke in very eloquent
ways about the importance and
the forecasting of this man in
terms of contemporary politics.
He called him "our Black
Prince," Also Coretla lS:ing, as
the widow of the late Martin
Luther King, spoke about the
similarities between her husband
and Paul Robeson and about the
kinds of repression that both had
experienced
as leaders,
She
recalled that despite the special
awards ana the world acclaim
that each had held, they were in
very special ways, unable to
affect major changes in their
home country of America, Also
speaking very eloquently about
Paul Robeson and his influence
were Zero Mostell, Angela Davis
and Ramsey Clark,
The background visual media
included
original
slides,
photographs from the 1920's, 30's
40's and 50's and particularly a
scene from the hearings of the
House lInAmerican Activities
Committee at which he made his
famous speech during the peak of
the McCarthy era. When asked
by one of the committee members why he didn't live in Russia.

he answered "My father was
slave, and my people died to b ' a
this country, and I'm goin W:d
slay and have a piece of it g 0
like you and no fascist-nu' ldust
. peo pi e WI'11' drive me from itn ed
that clear?"
Th'
,1, Is
.
IS parl!cular
speech was re-enacted
thi
December by the Yale Reperto IS
Theater who slaged a producti ry
called "Where Were You ~

You Now, or Have Y01I'E

Vel'
Be en " a.tN' ew Haven. Mr
Robeson, his brave position, and
his strength of character dur'
thiIS peno, d came back as a freIngh
memory on the staga,
s
,The impact of his message and
his own personal life was brought
out very clearly that afternoon in
Carnegie Hall and the greetings
that were sent to him from
persons allover the world were
very memorable. In. fact, the
afternoon, for me and thousands
of others there, was a very important one. Let us hope that this
program marks the awakening
and the open recognition of his
importance
in the American
scene. Indeed, there is to be
established
immediately
an
archive for his works to be used
by scholars, both black and
white, in the years to come.
Scholars, school children and
people in all walks of life whether
they be interested in the theater
or labor movements
or in
biographical
records of past
great Americans will find it
useful, The material, at long last
is going to be public and aVailabl~
for all of us.

this week's

In Person ...
iss Canadian Windsor
invites YOU!
to come and talk with her about the popular;
WINDSOR CANADIAN and its many tasteful
uses. Miss Windsor Canadian will be
waiting. for you at
GORDON'S YELLOW FRONT
PACKAGE STORE
Hodges Square Shopping Center
401 Williams Street
This Friday from 4 to 8 p.m.
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By KEVIN B. KELLY
Connecticut College's freshman lightweight
crew team
suffered its first defeats of the
year, losing to the freshman
heavyweights of Marist College
and Coast Guard's freshman
lightweights. The lights' record
now stands at six wins and two
losses.
At the stare of the 2000 meter
race which was rowed on the
Housatonic River at Derby,
Connecticut, Marist and Conneclicut moved a deck length in
front of Coast Guard. Marist and
Connecticut
stayed together
through 500 meters and moved to
a half length advantage over
Coast Guard.
Approaching
1000 meters
Marist gained a deck length on
Connecticut which had pulled a
full boat length in front of Coast
Guard. At this point Connecticut
had some steering problems that
pulled the boat into Coast
Guard's path. Coast Guard coach
Bill Stowe, acting as race
referee, gave Connecticut three
warnings (usually after one
warning
the
team
is disqualified).
Connecticut
managed to pull back into its lane
as Coast Guard pulled even just
past the half way mark.
With 500 meters remaining
Connecticut began to lire and fell

II":l

unh!
out of competition. Marist led
Coast Guard by a length, while
Connecticut trailed by another
three-quar-ters of a length. At the
finish line all three boats were
separated by a length and a half.
The heavyweight boat ended up
with the weekend off. A race had
been scheduled with the Coast
Guard junior varsity lightweights
on the Thames for Friday atterncon, but the Coast Guard
cancelled the race. One rower

had pulled a muscle in his back,
and coach Hunter Townsend
claimed that he could not find a
replacement.
This Saturday, April 28, the
men', teams will host Clark and
the University of Buffalo before
a Parent's Day crowd on the
Thames
River.
Races are
scheduled to start at 3:30. The
finish line is at the flagpole at the
Yale Boathouse on Hurlbutt Road
in Gales Ferry.

Knicks-Celts :- at a glance
Many may fed lbat basketball
only existed at COOD College, but
here to dispel those rumors Is Mr.
Fdgt:obaum with a national nod
on sports.

By Brian Feigenbaum
A week ago Sunday, the Cellies
soundly trounced the Knicks, 34108to take a 1-0lead in the best of

seven series to decide the
Eastern Conference champs. In
the three games played since,
(prior to last night's action) the
Knicks have handled the Celts by
33, 7, and 7. Why?
Well, the first two games of the
series were really not at all indicative of the Knick-Celtic
caliber of play. Game No. I,
played at the Boston Garden, was
a combination of the Knick
staleness, (although New York
shot 51 per cent, they'd been off
for a week and it told) and a
devastating Boston fast break to
make it a rout in the Celts favor.
JoJo White was super with 30
points as John Havlicek added 26.
Game No. 2 was a different
story altogether. The Knicks
maintained tbeir hot outside
shooting and blanketed the Celts'
fast break by keeping their
guards back to defend. The
scoring was balanced for New
York as they shot 57 per cent,
whichjustaboutexplains
why the
final score was 12!l-96.
Game No. 3 was back to the
Boston Garden and this turned
out to be a pretty good game; by
that I mean it wasn't a rout. The
Knicks led and dominated most
of the way though, and when it
did get close, the Knick poise was

~L-

On Thursday April 12th, a W
determined
Harkness
Volleyball team became the ID
second annual Conn. College"
interdorm volleyball champs, ~
defeating a tall and powerful
Hamilton B squad by a score of 415, 15-4, 11>-12.A gallery of
spectators
wa tched the very
emotionally intact groop from •
Harkness overcome a 15-4 first
game deficit and defy the
devastating blows from spikers
Roy Taylor and Mark Warren to
emerge the victors.
Hamilton
B had an exceptionally talented team with a
genuine knowledge of the power
game.
Harkness
II, while
displaying a less spectacular
brand of volleyball, maintained a
remarkable
steadiness
and
togetherness which enabled them
to keep up a "we can do it" at.
titude
throughout.
Congratulations Harkness.

something to see. The Celts
battled back from a 15 point
deficit to cut the Knick lead to
two, but the Knicks then reeled
off eight straight points and the
game was never as close.
The 98-91final score was the
closest the Celts /(ot since their
comeback, Frazier, Debusscbere
and Reed led the Knicks in this
one. Havlicek and Cowens led the
Celts yet neither scored a point in
the critical fourth quarter. More
importantly, however, Havlicek
injured his shoulder and sat out
the last three minutes.
Game No.4 on Sunday proved
to be the most exciting so far. Not
the most well-played mind you,
but the most exciting. The game
was to be played at "The Magic
World of Madison Square Garden
Center," and things looked great
for the Knicks. Even though
Monroe was sitting this one out,
Havlicek was out also. Confidence abounded from the
Knicks egos as they foresa w an
easy game in the making. Look
again boys!
The obviously let-down Knicks
looked lethargic, pathetic and
arthritic through the first three
quarters and the Havlicek-less
Celts were up by 16at the start of
the fourth period. Even such diehard Knick fansas the chefs from

Harris and our beloved Sports
Editor were turning against
them, Chef 1 cried, "They stink."
Olef 2 screamed for Frazier's
head and our Sports Editor had
the audacity to actually place a
bet against the Knicks, and give
odds to top it off. Take that, you
non-believers.
The Knicks,
led by a
rejuvenated Frazier, Meminger,
Gianelli, (yes, Gianelli) and
Jackson carne back to lie and
force an overtime to setlle the
issue.
One overtime was not enough
to un-knot the teams and the
game went to a second overtime.
In this five-minute span, the
Knicks dominated and won going
away, 117-110.Incidentally, at the
end of this poorly played,
horribly reffed game, the players
on the court were Gianelli,
Jackson, Debusschere, Frazier
and Bibby for the Knicks, versus
Finkel,
Nelson,
Kubenski,
Westphal and White for the Celts.
So this is the Eastern Conference
Finals?
Game o. 5 was played last
night at the Boston Garden, with
Garne No. 6 to be played at
Madison
Square
Garden
tomorrow, if necessary. U a
seventh game is needed, it will be
on Sunday at the Boston Garden.

The first annual all-campus
squash tournament winner is:
BRUCE FAULKNER

Conn-CG scrimmages
By Greg Woodward
David Kelly is walking with a
cane for the rest eX the spring,
Jim Briggs has a pulled thigh
muscle, Nik Schulla has swollen
shins, Chip Benson has a strained
back, and still the fight goes on!
These courageous Camels anti
many others continue to dribble,
Shout, and pass their way around
(and sometimes through) their
Coast Guard opponents. every
Monday and Wednesday.
The competition in the soccer
scrimmag es perhaps more appropriately
called
by its
European name, football, has
been very high, with the coosties
holding a slim one win advantage
over the husUing Conn. booters.
In the last outing the Camels
suffered a :>-1loss with their lone
goal coming on a blazing breakway by Dan Tucker with 15 sees.
remaining. The set-back came
right on the heels though of a 1>-2
trouncing of the Coasties by the
dribbling dromedarys.
This victory was highlighted by
the return to action eX midfielrter

John Phillips, and the team inspired by his hustling play and
hard tackles, went on a scoring
binge. Javier Suarez showed his
outstanding passing and dribbling skills which resulted in his
three goals, and the bulk of the
Conn. scoring. Chip Benson, Jim
Briggs and Gully Hand were the
stalwarks of the Conn. defense
which when it did slip up was
saved by some flashy goaitending
from James Low and Mark
Gerolmo.
Another single goal from
Javier was all the Camels could
muster in an earlier 4-1 loss,
while a goal by midfielder Greg
Woodward salvaged a 1-1 tie in
the season opener.
The scrimmages are going into
their third week and the enthusiasm shown by all the
players and Coacb Bill Lessig is a
good omen for the games and
victories in the upcoming fall
season. With continues support
the Soccer team should be on it's
way to a great season and the
realization of all it's goals!
j=
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security force of conn
challenges
students of con n
to a softball game
may 5, 1 :30 om
behind harkness house
in case of rain, may 6, 1 :30pm
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Women crew ranked fourfh in nation
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Fourth nationally ranked women's crew team

Conn chipsters swing into action
practice diligently and won't tell Spencer, and Roy Taylor bore the
The Conn. Chipsters had what
brunt against Wesleyan and
you might call an up and down the opponents where the traps
are. COM. hit more traps but Fitch while the Aces.Paul Lantz,
week since the rough was tough,
Fitch hit more greens and won' Neil Pugach, Sandy Adelman and
tile fairways narrow, and there
'the match, 5-0. It wasn't as close Peter Johnson were added for
was a lot of scrabbling about.
the score indicated but the New London High. The record
On April 17th, the team
traveled to Shennacossett Gol( chipsters came back with a good stands at even par, 3 and 3, but
New London was added two days
Club to flail away with Fitch High tan.
Tbe highlight of everyone
ago to, no doubt, insure a winning
School, but they chould have
getting beat was offset by Roy record. The big blowout comes
brought a shovel because of all
Taylor's eagle on the 340 yard tomorrow when the Chipsters
the sand traps. This particular
course had the most sand traps in uphill 18th hole: He waited until a challenge the Faculty and Adgalley gathered and then sank his ministration for points, prizes
the country until it went public
and many still mistake it for ' 180 yd. approach shot, upon and pints.
which
he is
said,
-, Chipster
a 2.". ,....
OCean Beach, but there's extra
Not only
Roy"Holy
a good
difficulty since many can't be
but 'he's great in math.
seen tutti! you're in them.
A week ago, Conn. toured the
The Fitch players know their
Club
course, play 18 holes a day, New London Country
playing amongst themselves as
a::DoaCDDDDDDaDOODDODDD
New London High came ready for
Croquet (or crochet for that
matter) New London hit so many
grounders, the Chipsters were
ready for infield practice but they
FASHIONS & FANCIES
remembered to bring their clubs
and won the match, 5-0. The
SPRING FASHIONS
major innovation of the 90 degree
shot was introduced that day
FROM
reaching epidemic proportions 'on
INDIA & PAKISTAN
the New London squad but the
Chipsters are still practicing to
10% OFF FOR
perfect it.
STUDENTS
Friday had the J.V. Wesleyan
HALTERS
team
venturing to the Pequot
TOPS
Patch for revenge upon their
SWIMSUITS
earlier loss, and they liked the
Speci.lly made by
trip. The Cardinals seemed to
Loc.1 Esperts tOI
know the pit better than their own
nest and hit less trees to squeek
out a 3-2 win.
The suicide squad of Stuart
COR. BROAD AND
Meyers, Tim Reynolds, Tom
WASHINGTON ST.
Sullivan, John O'Hare,
Bill
MIDDLETOWN, CT.

as

By KEVIN B. KELLY
Sa tur day afternoon
on the
Connecticut River in Middletown,
Connecticut outdistanced M,LT.,
University of Massachusetts, and
Wes 1eyan bY th ree an d one hlf
a
lengths to virtually secure their
unofficial ranking as the fourth
best women's team in the nation.
Connecticut rowed a powerful
race, though it was not a fOOdamentally sound race. Atleast
three separate crabs during the
race were minimized due to the
superior conditioning
of the.
rowers. (A crab results when
after the stroke and while
returning to position to take
another stroke the oar becomes
caught in the water, This slows a
boat, disrupts the timing, and
occasionally has been known to
actually throw a rower out of the
shell.)
The first crab occurred at the
start, but the boat was not slowed
at all and continued to pull into
the lead that it held the entire
1000meter race.
M.LT., whom Connecticut had
nipped at the wire by a deck
length in the previous week's (
Davenport Cup race, was ex- '
pected to offer stiff competition.
U. Mass., Wesleyan, and M.LT.,
bowever, were quickiy left to
battle for second place amongst
themselves as Connecticut added
a length of lead every 250meters.
At
the
New
England
Association of Women's Rowing
Colleges Championships,
held

May 13 on the Charles Ri
'
Boston, three prelimin
ver 111
will 'be held to deter~:? heals
participants in the finalsU1e the
the petite finals (loser' and In
Th e t earns In
' each hsraee)
t
'
selected according to seeJ~n are
a way as to spread the to
out and enable as many thals
as possible to reach the final em
present :Conneetieut is s~;/l
fourth WIth Princeton, Radcliffed
and presumably Williams seed~
In th~ toP. three spots, Unless
s~veIal major upsets occur these
WIllbe the top four teams th
not necessarily in the s.imough
der.
e or·
Princeton has defeated ConnWeeltllcut
and Radcliffe and races
1 lams Saturday.
Williams
who has defeated Connecticut'
and Radcliffe, faces Conneeticui
on Charles May 6.
The key to the seeds is that one
tour, and seven, or three of lh;
top seven teams will be in the
same
heat' and will, con.
sequently, force each other to
work 111 order to enter the finals.
The top boats in the other heats
presumably will not have to row
as bard in order to place high
enough for the finals.
For Parent's Weekend Connecticut faces Yale and Wor·
cester Polytechnic Institute on
the Thames 'River at the Yale
Boathouse
in Gales Ferry,
Racing commences at 3:30. Maps
WIllbe posted throughout campus
as well as in Cro.
..,
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STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
LARRy'OLSHAN
Store Manager
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15 IN TOWN

The Complete Bicycle Shop
Specializing in' Repairs On All
Makes & Mod.els

FREE PARKING IN REAR OF BLDG.
We Carry Most Brands Of Bicycles
We Repair ALL Bicycles
Motobecane, Peugot, Gitane, etc.
3, 5, 10, 15 Speeds (Children's Bicycles) Also
Trade-ins A~cepted, Student Discounts
On. Mil. From Conn. Coil••• Campus

98 Huntington Street,
14
New London
., . 442.66 II
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